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Abstract 
We consider quadratic categories which generalize the classical additive categories. An additive 
category A_ is a category for which morphism sets are abelian groups and the compositionfg is 
bilinear, and for which sums exist in A_. A quadratic category Q is slightly more general in the 
sense that morphism sets are groups and the composition fg irlinear in g and quadratic in f. 
This implies that morphism sets are groups of nilpotency degree 2. We describe below many 
examples of quadratic categories in algebra and topology which motivate the systematic study 
of quadratic categories started here; it may be considered as an extension of the investigation of 
quadratic functors in [4]. 
The properties of a quadratic category and its subcategories lead to the new notion of a “square 
ring” which is exactly the quadratic analogue of the classical notion of a “ring”. Indeed each 
object X in an additive category A_ yields an endomorphism ring given by all morphisms X +X 
in A; similarly each object in a quadratic category yields the endomorphism square ring End(X) 
of X. Hence the connection between square rings and quadratic categories is similar to the 
relation of rings and additive categories studied by Mitchell [ 181. The initial object in the category 
of rings is the ring L of integers for which the category of modules is the category of abelian 
groups. We here determine the initial object Z,i/ in the category of square rings for which the 
category of modules is the category of groups of nilpotency degree 2. 
We compute various square rings explicitly, for example, the endomorphism square rings of 
the suspended projective planes ZRPZ and DIP;?. This yields as an application an algebraic 
description of the homotopy category of all Moore spaces M( V,2) where V is a Z/Z-vector 
space; in fact this category is equivalent to the full category of free objects in the category of 
2-restricted niZ(2)-groups. 
There has been recently a lot of interest in operads [9]. In fact, operads Lo = {a} with 0,, = 0 
for n 2 3 are the same as special square rings. Therefore the theory of square rings shows 
naturally how the theory of operads has to be modified in order to deal with nilpotent groups. 
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1. Additive categories and modules 
We first recall some basic notation and facts concerning additive categories; compare 
[lo]. We do this since we are going to introduce the analogous notation and facts for 
“quadratic categories”; in fact, the theory of quadratic categories has to be canonical 
extension of the theory of additive categories. 
Definition 1.1. A category A_ is preadditive if the morphism sets 4(X, Y) are abelian 
groups and the composition?aw is bilinear. Moreover 4 is an additive category if in 
addition for all objects X, Y there is given a diagram 
X&XVY2Y 
rl r2 
with rlil = lx, r2i2 = lr and ilrl + i2r2 = 1~ v r. Here XV Y is called a biproduct; 
this is a sum and a product in 4 [lo]. Moreover 4 has a zero object *. A zero 
morphism 0 E 4(X, Y) is given by X --j * + Y; this is also the neutral element of the 
abelian group 2(X, Y). A preadditive category B is the same as an A&-category (i.e. 
a category enriched over the monoidal category (AA @) of abelian groups). Such a _’ 
category is also called a ringoid, in fact, if e has only one object then J$ is the same 
as a ring. Compare [18]. 
Definition 1.2. Let E be a ringoid. Then the biproduct completion of I& 
i : 5 c Add(R), -- 
is given as follows. The objects of Add(R) are the n-tuples X = (Xi,. . .,X,) of objects -- 
in & with 0 5 n <oo. The morphisms are the corresponding matrices of morphisms 
in &. Composition is defined via product of matrices and the abelian group structure 
of morphism sets is given by addition of matrices. The inclusion i carries the object X 
to the mple of length 1 given by X. The category Add(R) is an additive category with -- 
distinguished biproducts given by 
x II Y=(X1,. . .,x,, Y,, . ..) Yk) 
for X=(X1 ,..., X,) and Y =(Yi ,..., Yk). 
A functor F: &--+g between ringoids is additive if F(f + g) = F(f) + F(g) for 
f, g E $X, Y). If g is an additive category there is a unique additive fimctor 
F : Add(R) --f g (1.1) -- 
with Fi = F and F(X II Y) = F(X) V F(Y). This is the freeness property of Add(R). 
Thus the category of additive categories is a full, reflective subcategory of the category 
of preadditive categories. For example if R is a ring then Add(R) is the category of -- 
finitely generated free R-modules. 
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Let g be a full subcategory of an additive category A_ and let 6 be the full subcategory - 
of 4 consisting of finite biproducts (n 2 0) Xi V ’ . . V X,, in 4 with Xi E g. Then one 
obtains an equivalence of additive categories 
E : Add(R) GB -- (*) 
which is the additive extension E =J of the inclusion j : g c &. In particular for the 
additive category A_ one has the equivalence of additive categories - 
c:Add(A) =+A= (**) - - 
which is the additive extension of the identity on A_. - 
Remark 1.3. Let R be a ringoid. A family X of objects in E is a set I together with 
a function X: I Lob(R) where Oh(R) is the class of objects in &; we also write 
X = {X}iEI- Such famzes are the objects in the category add(R) w%h 
g c Add(R) C add(R). -- -- 
Morphisms in,&(R) from X = {X}iEI to Y = { Yj}jE~ are the matrices (aj)(i,i)clxJ 
of elements a; E g(Xi,Xi) such that for i E Z almost all elements in (aj)iw are zero 
morphisms. For example for a ring R the category add(R) =mod(R) is the category -- 
of free R-modules. In particular &(Z) = & is the category of free abelian groups. 
Clearly add(R) is again an additive category with the biproduct X II Y given by the -- 
family {Xk;:, q}iEI, jCJ. 
We now introduce some notations on theories. A theory T is a category in which 
finite sums, i.e. coproducts, exist. A model of a theory g is a functor 
F:raP+Set = (1.2) 
from the opposite category Eop of g to the category of sets such that F carries a 
sum in 2 to a product in Set. Let Model(T) be the corresponding category of models; = -- 
morphisms are natural transformations. For a ringoid & the category Add(R) is a theory. 
A (right) R-module M is an additive functor - 
M:lJop+Ab. (1.3) - = 
Let Mod(R) be the category of such &-modules. Module homomorphisms M -+M’ are == 
the natural transformations. Then one has the canonical isomorphism of categories. 
Lemma 1.4. Mod(R) = ModeZ(Add(R)). -- 
Here the isomorphism carries the module M to the composition Add(R)“P -% -- 
Ad L Set where I@ is the additive extension of M in (1.1) and 4 is the forgetful 
functor. Clearly if R is a ring then M&(R) is the classical category of right R-modules. 
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We also shall use quadratic functors on additive categories; see Eilenberg-MacLane 
[7] for more background on the following. 
Definition 1.5. Let d be an additive category. A functor T : 4 -+ & is termed quadratic 
if T(0) = 0 and the cross-effect bihmctor 
T(Xj Y)=kerneZ(T(XVY) L T(X)@T(Y)) with Y=(Y~*,~z*), 
is biadditive. Equivalently the ftmctor T is quadratic iff the induced function 
$0) L Hom(T(A), T(B)) 
is quadratic for all objects A,B in 4, see (2.1). The mnctor T is additive iff T(X 1 Y) = 0 
for all X Y. 
Examples of quadratic functors A& +A& are a*, A2,Sym2,r; compare [4,12,13] 
where quadratic fimctors are studied. Examples of left additive and right quadratic 
bifunctors are the functors 
Hom(-,T):AboP xA&-+A& - 
which carry (A, B) to Hom(A, T(B)) where T : AJ +A& is quadratic. In a similar way 
we define the bifunctor Ext(-, T) on 46 which% left additive and right quadratic. 
2. Quadratic categories 
We introduce the notion of a quadratic category which is the “quadratic analogue” 
of an additive category. In a quadratic category the morphism sets are groups which 
need not be abelian. Here we write the group structure (also of a non-abelian group) 
additively since we write the composition law multiplicatively. 
We say that a function cp : G -+ G’ between groups is linear if (x, y E G) 
cp(x + Y) = v(x) + dY 1. 
Moreover cp is quadratic if the function (I), : G x G -+ G’ given by the “cross 
effect” 
(x I Y)cp = cp(x + Y) - Y(Y) - cp(x) (2.1) 
is linear in x and y and (X 1 y,jq is central in G’. Clearly q is linear if and only if 
(I)q =O. 
Definition 2.1. A category Q is prequadratic if the morphism sets Q(X, Y) are groups 
and if the composition law=f o g is linear in g and quadratic in f:This means more 
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precisely the following. Consider for X L Y z Z in Q the induced functions 
= 
with f*(g) = g*(f) = f o g. Then f* is linear for all Z E Q and g* is quadratic for all 
= X E Q. Hence for f, f’ E Q( Y,X) the cross effect 
= = 
(fIf’)y=(f+f’)0g-f’og-fogE~(Z,X) 
is linear in f and f’ and central in Q(Z,X). We say that a morphism g in Q is linear = 
if g* is linear for all X. 
The prequadratic category Q is termed a quadratic category if Q has a zero object * 
and if for all objects X, Y thge is given a diagram of linear morphisms 
X&XVY$Y 
r1 r2 
with rlil = lx, r2i2 = lr and ilrl + i2r2 = 1~” y. We call XV Y a quadratic biproduct 
in Q. 
We shall see that an additive category is the same as a quadratic category for which 
all morphisms are linear. Clearly a full subcategory & of a quadratic category g is 
prequadratic. Let & be the biproduct completion of & in Q, i.e. the full subcategory 
of Q consisting of finite quadratic biproducts Xl V . . . Vfln in Q with Xi E &. Then - 
the%ucture of g as a prequadratic category does not determine & so that the direct 
analogue of ( 1 . 1 )( *) is not true. Therefore there arises the problem of adding “structure” 
to g in such a way that R_ together with the structure determines &. We specify this 
additional structure of & :a the notion of “square ringoid” in Section 3. 
Remark 2.2. We call Q in Definition 2.1 also a left quadratic category since Q has a 
left quadratic cornposit% law. Using duality we can define a right quadratic Gtegory 
Op c by the condition that the opposite category g is a left quadratic category. Then the 
composition fog in P_ is linear in f and quadratic in g and for biproducts in c the 
maps il, i2,rl,r2 are linear. All results below refer to (left) quadratic categories; there 
are obvious dual results for right quadratic categories. 
We now describe various examples of quadratic categories. Let Top*/ z be the 
homotopy category of pointed topological spaces. Suspensions and loop spaces give 
rise to the following quadratic categories of the “metastable range” of homotopy theory. 
Example 2.3. Let n 2 2 and let 
g(n, 3n - 3) c Top*/? 
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be the full subcategory consisting of suspensions ZX which are (n - 1)-connected 
(3n - 3)-dimensional CW-spaces. Then z(n,3n - 3) is a (left) quadratic category. 
The group structure for the set [CX,CY] of morphisms is given by the suspension 
CX. The left distributivity law of homotopy theory shows that the composition in 
g(n,3n - 3) is left quadratic, see Appendix in [5]. Quadratic biproducts are one point 
unions (CX) V (CY) = C(X V Y) of suspensions. 
Example 2.4. Let n > 2 and let 
f2(n,3n - 1) c Top*/- 
be the full subcategory consisting of loop spaces m which are (n - 1 )-connected CW- 
spaces with XiSX = 0 for i>3n - 1. Then e(n, 3n - 1) is a right quadratic category. 
The group structure for the set [0X, QY] of morphisms is given by the loop space SZY. 
Quadratic biproducts are products (N) x (52Y) = sZ(X x Y) of loop spaces. 
Example 2.5. Let e be the category of groups. A group G has nilpotency degree 2 
if all triple commutators in G vanish. Then G is also termed a nil-group. Let N&J c fi -- 
be the full subcategory of nil-groups. The free nil group (M),ir generated by a set M 
is given by the quotient (M),il = (M)/T3(M) where (M) is the free group generated 
by M and where rs (M) is its subgroup of triple commutators. Let &I c m be the -- 
subcategory of free nil groups. Then &I is a quadratic category. The group structure 
of G!f(M)nil, (N)niI) is g iven by (f rg)(m) =f(m) + g(m) for m EM. One readily - 
checks that the disjoint union A4 u N yields the quadratic biproduct (M),il V (A’),il = 
(M U N)nil. 
We now describe some basic properties of prequadratic, resp. quadratic, categories Q. 
The zero morphism 0 E $I( Y,X) is given by the neutral element in the group g( Y,XT. 
For g E Q(2, Y) let -g be the inverse of g. Moreover let 2 = 2~ E Q(X,X) be the 
double 07 the identity; i.e. 2~ = 1~ + 1~ where 1~ is the identity of z 
Lemma 2.6. In a prequadratic category Q we have the formulas 
ZZZT 
foO=O and Oog=O, 
r1 i2 = 0 and r2il = 0 for a quadratic biproduct, 
C-f k? = - (fs) + (f I f 19, 
(fIf’)z,=f’+f-f’-f=-f’-f+f’+f 
where f, f’ E g(Y,X) and g E $S 0. 
If Q has a zero obejct * then the first formula implies that 0 E Q(Y,X) coincides 
with r + * +X. Moreover the last formula shows that commutate; in Q( YJ) are 
= 
central. Therefore one gets 
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Addendum 2.6. All morphism groups Q(Y,X) in a prequadratic category Q are groups 
ZZ = 
of nilpotency degree 2. 
Proof of Lemma 2.6. We have f0 = f(0 + 0) = j-0 + f0 so that f0 = 0. Moreover 
since (1 )4 is bilinear we get 
0=(0)0),=(0$0)g-og-og=og. 
For a quadratic biproduct we have 
r2(i1Q + i2r2) = r;! l,rvr = r-2, 
r2ilrt + r2i2r2 = r2ilrl + r-2 
so that rzilrl = 0. Therefore r2il = rzilrlil = 0 il. Next we have 0 = f + (-f) and 
therefore 
-(flf)s = (fl-f)s = (f + (-f)kl - (-f)s - fs 
= -(-f)s - fs. 
Finally we get 
(flf’)2* = tf +f’)(ly + lY) - f’(ly + ly) - f(ly + ly) 
=f+f’+f+f’-f’-f/-f-f 
=f+(f’+f -f’-f)-f. 
This yields the commutator formula since (f 1 f ‘)zy = (-f 1 - f ‘)zy is central. 0 
Lemma 2.1. Linear morphisms in a prequadratic category g form a subcategory 
which we denote by Linear(e). 
Proof. Let g,g’ be linear. Then gg’ is linear since 
(fl + f2)w’ - “km - flss’ 
=((f1 +f2)g-hg-f1g)g’ (*> 
= 0 g’ = 0. (**I 
Here (*) holds since g’ is linear and (**) is true since g is linear. 0 
Remark. For example in Example 2.3 the linear maps are the co&C-maps and in 
Example 2.4 the linear maps are the H-maps. The linear maps in & are obtained by - 
all homomorphisms (M),ir + (N),il defined by functions M --+ N U (0) on generators 
so that Linear(niZ) =&t* is the category of pointed sets. - 
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Lemma 2.8. A quadratic biproduct XVY is a sum in Q, that is 
= 
(iF,i,*) : ~(~VY,z)=~(X,-O x &$Y,Z) 
is a bijection. Moreover (i:, i,*) is an isomorphism of groups. 
Proof. i:, it are homomorphisms since il and iz are linear. The inverse j of (i:, it ) 
carries (a, b) to ar1 + br,. In fact 
j(iT, it)(u) = j(ui,, ui2) 
= uilr1 + t&r2 
= u(ilrl + i2r2) 
=ulx”y=u, 
(i:, $)j(a, 6) = (i:, i,*)(arl + br2) 
= (arlil + brSl,arliz + br2i2) 
=(a,b). 0 
A quadratic biproduct in g in general is not a product but we have the following 
property of the morphism set Q(Z,X V Y). For objects X, Y,Z let Q(Z,X 1 Y) be the 
= = 
kernel of 
r=h,r2*) : @WV Y)-+g(Z,X) x g(Z,Y). 
Lemma 2.9. This kernel defines a functor 
which we call the cross effect functor on the quadratic category Q and 
= 
~(Z,XIY)~~(Z,XVY)~~(Z,X)X~(Z,Y) 
is a central extension of groups which is natural in Z, X and Y. Here i12 is the 
inclusion. Moreover the finctor g( , I) is additive in each variable Z,X, Y. 
Proof. Y is surjective since r(ila+izb) = (rl(ila+izb), rz(ila+izb)) = (a, b). We define 
r12 :@ZXV Y)+~GX I Y) 
by r&u) = iL’(u - z&u - ilrlu). In fact r12(u) E g(Z,XlY) since 
r i12 r&u) = (rl(u - i2r2u - ilrlu), r2(u - i2r224 - ilrlu)) 
= (rlu - rlt.4, r2u - rzu)= (0,O). 
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Moreover r12 is surjective since for v E Q(Z,X 1 Y) we have riv = 0 and rzv = 0 and 
hence rlz(v) = v - i2r2v - ilrlv = v. Now=we can write 
q2(u) = (i2r2 + ilrl)u - i2r2u - ilrlu = (ilrl 1 i2r2)u 
and hence rlz(u) is central in the group Q(Z, X V Y) since cross effects are central. Next 
we see that Q(Z,X 1 Y) is linear in Z. 1; fact, for f, f’ : Z -+ Z’ and v in g(Z’,X 1 Y) 
we have (w=ilzv) 
h2(f + f’)*v=(f + f’)*i12v=w*(f + f’) 
=w*f +w*f’=il2(f*v+ f’*v) 
since w* is linear. Moreover we show that Q(Z,X 1 Y) is linear in X and Y. For this 
we observe that f V g : X V Y -+X’ V Y’ sat%es the formula 
f Vg=itfrl +i2gr2 
so that for VE Q(Z,X 1 Y) with w=i12v = 
i12(frg)*v=(f Vg)*il2v 
= (6 f rl + i2gr2)w 
= il frlw + i2gr2w + (il frl I i2gr2L 
= (ilfrl I i2gr2h 
since r1 w = 0 and rzw = 0. Here the cross effect is linear in f and g since rl and r2 
are linear and since the cross effect is bilinear. 0 
Corollary 2.10. One has a bijection of sets 
g-w v n =gcw x gcs Y) x g(z,x 1 Y) 
which carries u to (rlu, rzu, rlz(u)) and the inverse carries (a, b, v) to il2v + ila + i2b. 
The bijection is natural in X and Y. 
In an additive category a biproduct is a sum and a product. In a quadratic category a 
quadratic biproduct X V Y is a sum and satisfies property Corollary 2.10 so that X V Y 
is a product iff for all Z the group Q(Z,X [ Y) is trivial. 
= 
Definition 2.11. The cross effect functor Q( , I) of a quadratic category Q is endowed 
with the following structure maps H, P, TFFor X VX we have the morpkms 
p:X+XVX, p=il +i2, 
v:XVX-+X, v=(lx,lx)=ri 
We define functions H and P, 
g(z,X)%gX I++gGn 
t r2. 
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by H(w) = r12(p~*w) = (il 1 i2)w and P(v) = v* (itzu) = (I-I+ Q)U. Moreover we define 
the interchange map 
by the commutative diagram 
where t:XVY-+YVX is defined by til = i2, ti2 = il. Since t* is a homomorphism 
we see that T is an isomorphism of abelian groups and clearly TT = 1 since tt = 1. 
Let s be a category with a zero object and finite sums. We recall that a cogroup in 
g is a tuple (X,p,v) where X is an object in g and where p:X+XVX v:X+X 
are morphisms with the following properties. 
(1,O)p = 1, (0, 1 )p = 1 (counit property), 
(1 vP)P=(Pv 1)P (coassociativity), (2.2) 
(l,v)P=O (coinverse). 
A cogroup X induces the structure of a group on the morphism set g(X,Z) for all Z. 
The group structure is obtained by a + b = (a,b)p with inverse -a = av. A map 
f : Y -+X between cogroups is a co-H-map if pf = (f V f )p. Such a map induces a 
homomorphism between groups f * : CJX, Z) + CJ Y, Z). 
Lemma 2.12. Each object X in a quadratic category Q is canonically a cogroup 
such that the group structure of Q(X,Z) coincides with ze induced group structure. 
A map f :X + Y in Q is linear78 f is a co-H-map, this is the case, if and only 
ifH(f)=O. = 
Proof. We obtain the cogroup structure of X by p = il+ i2 :X --+X V X and v = - 1~ : 
X-+X. Now H(f)=0 iff ilzH(f)=O where 
ilzH(f) = i12r12Mf) 
= pf - i2r2pf - hwf 
= (il + i2)f - i2.f - il f 
=(il + i2)f - (f vf)(il + i2) 
=Pf -(f Vf)P. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.12. 0 
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3. Square ringoids 
Quadratic categories Q with cross effect M = Q( , I) and structure maps T, H, P in 
Corollary 2.11 satisfy properties 
“square ringoid”. 
Definition 3.1. A square ringoid 
which are condensed in the following notion of a 
is given by a category B together with the following data. All morphism sets I?(X, Y) 
are groups (written additively) and 
(i)M:~“pxR_x~-+Ab 
is a functor which is 1ineaTin each variable. That is, for morphisms f,g,h in g the 
function A4 which carries (f,g,h) to M( f ,g,h) = f *(g,h)* is linear in each variable 
f, g and h respectively. Next 
(ii) T : M(X, Y,Z) S M(X,Z, Y) 
is a natural isomorphism with TT = 1. Moreover H and P denote functions 
(iii) E(X, Y)SM(X, Y, Y) 5$X, Y) 
for all objects X, Y in g. These data satisfy the following properties (l)-(7). 
(1) P is a homomorphism which maps to the centre of the group I?(X, Y) and P is 
natural in X and Y, i.e. for x :X +X’ and y : Y + Y’ in Q we have 
= 
x*p=px* and P(y, y)* = y*P 
Moreover for a E M(X,X’,X’) and /3 E M( Y, Y’, Y’) the induced maps 
(X, PP)*, (Pcl, y)* : M(Z,X Y) + M(.w, Y’) 
are trivial, i.e. 
(x, P/3)* = (Pa, y)* = 0. 
(2) For a, b E l?(X, Y) we have a + b E l?(X, Y) by the group structure of &(X, Y) and - 
H satisfies 
H(a + b) = H(a) + H(b) + (a, b)*H(2x). 
Moreover H is a derivation, i.e. for X L Y L Z in g one has the formula 
H(fg)=(f,f htJ%) + g*Wf 1. 
(3) T=HP- 1 on M(X,Y,Y). 
(4) PT=P on M(X,Y,Y). 
(5) TH=H+~H where for ~ER_(X,Y) 
VH(U) = a*H(2r) - (a, a)*H(2x). 
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(6) For X g Y L 2 in E we have the “quadratic left distributivity law” 
(f+f’)os=fos+f’os+P(f,f’)*H(g). 
(7) For X L Y @ Z in g we have the “linear right distributivity law” 
fO(9+9’)=_kI+f4 
By (7) and (6) we see that i is a prequadratic category. 
Remark 3.2. Let g be a square ringoid. Then beside (l)-(7) above the following 
equations hold. By (6) one has for X g Y L Z the cross eftkt formula 
(a) (f I f’>s =JYf,f’)*Wg) 
This implies by Addendun 2.6 the formula 
(b) (-f)s= -(fs) +P(f,f)*H(g) 
and for a, b E l?(X, Y) we get 
(c) b+a-b-a=-b_a+b+a=P(a,b)*H(2x). 
Moreover “double cross effects” vanish in R_, i.e. for W +ff- X z Y +-f- Z and W 2 Y - 
in g we have 
(d) ((UIU)fIy)g=O=(YI(~IU)f)s 
This follows from (a) since we have (Pa, JJ)* = 0 = (x,Pp)* by (1) above. 
Theorem 3.3. Each quadratic category Q with cross effect A4 = Q( , I) and structure 
maps T, H, P as dejned in Section 2 is a=square ringoid. 
= 
The proposition implies that each full subcategory & of a quadratic category g has 
the structure of a square ringoid. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. (1) We obtain P by the composition 
where i12 is central and v* is smjective since vi, = lx. Hence P is central. Moreover 
we get the naturality of P since it2 is natural in Z (by the definition of g( , I) in 
Lemma 2.9 and since v( f V f) = f v, rT( f V f) = f rr for r = 1,2. For the proof of 
(Pa, y)* = 0 we first observe that for < E Q(X,X’ IX”) with i12l E $$X,X’ VX”) the 
= 
induced map 
O=(i125, I)* : Q(3X 1 Y)+gz,x’vx” I Y) 
= 
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is trivial. This follows since by Lemma 2.9 the map 
$Z,X’ VP I Y) 3 g(z,x’ I y> @ Q(-&~” I y> - 
given by (t-1,1)* and (r2,1)* is an isomorphism. Hence we get (irz&l)* = 0 since 
r1 il2 = 0 and r2 i12 = 0. Since Pa = v* i12 CI we obtain (Pa, y)* = (v, y)*(ilza, l)* = 0. 
Similarly one gets (X, P/?)* = 0. 
(4) PT = P is a consequence of vt = v . 
(7) is part of the definition of a prequadratic category. 
(6) This formula is obtained by 
P(f,f’)*Wc~) =P(f,f’)*rl~(~g) 
= o*(fv f’)*(ilrl 1 i2r2)pg, see proof of Lemma (2.9). 
= o(f vf’)Kilrl + i2r2 )cLg - i2r2w - hrl wl 
= (f + f’)s - f’s - fs. 
(3) We have the commutative diagram in Q 
= 
V P 
YVY-Y- YVY 
P”P 1 1 V”V 
lVfV1 
YVYVYVY ’ YVYVYVY 
which we use in the following equations with u E $$X, Y 1 Y), 
HPv = rw+ v* h(u) 
= rl2(v V v)*(l V t V l)*(p V p)*bzu 
=rl2(vV v)*(l VtV l)*b~(bp)*v. 
Since Q(X, Y / Z) is linear in Y and Z by Lemma 2.9 we get 
(P,P)*v = (it + i2, in + i2)*v 
= (il,il)*v + (il,i2)*v + (i2,il)*v + (i2,i2)*v. 
Observe that 
r12(77 v v)*(l v t v l)*i12(il,i1)* = r12(v V v)*(l V tV l)*(i1 V il)*i12 
= r12il v* il2 
=o 
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since q2il* = 0. Similarly 
r&T7 v v)*(l v tv l)*i12(i2,iz)* =a 
On the other hand we get 
q2(v V v)*( 1 V t V l)*i12(il,i2)* = identity, 
q2(77 V v)*( 1 v t v 1 )*i12(i2, h)* = T. 
This completes the proof of (3). 
(5) For Q E Q(X, Y) we have 
= 
ilzTH(a) = ilzTrlzp*a = t&r12p*a. 
Here we can use for u = p*a the formula 
i12r12u + (ilrl)*v + (i2r2)*0 = 0 
which follows from the definition of r12 in Lemma 2.9. Hence we obtain 
&TH(a) = t*(id - (im)* - (ilrl )*&*a 
= t&w - (i2r2pha - (ilrlp)*a) 
= t*(p*a - i2a - ila) 
= (i2 + il)*a - ila - iza. 
On the other hand we have 
i&H + vH)(a) = ilzH(a) + 42 KY (a) 
where 
ilzH(a) = inrl2p*a = (il + i2)*a - &a - il*a. 
Hence we have to show 
(i2 + il)*a - ila - i2a + ila + i2a - (il + &)*a = i12 VH (a). 
Here the commutator rule (8) shows 
-ila - &a + ila + iza = -(-i2a - ila + i2a + ha) 
= -P(ila, iza)*H(2x) 
= -ida, a)*H(&) 
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since P(il, i2)* = i12. Moreover 
(i2 + il)*a - (il + i2)*a = a*(i2 + il - il - i2) 
= a*P(il, i&H(2Y) 
= a*idT(2x) = il2a*H(2*). 
This completes the proof of (5). 
(2) We use the formula (see Lemma 2.12) 
ilzH(a) = (il + i2)a - i2c.2 - ilu. 
Thus we get 
i12H(u + b) = (il + i2)(u + b) - i2(u + b) - il(u + b) 
= (il + i2)u + (il + i2)b - i2b - izu - ilb - ila 
= i&J(u) + ilu + i2b + ilZH(b) + ilb + i2b - i2b - i2a - ilb - ilu 
= ilz(H(a) + H(b)) + ila + (izu + ilb - i2a - ilb) - ilu 
= ilz(H(u) + H(b)) + ila + P(ilu, i2b)*H(2x) - ilu 
= ii@(a) + H(b) + (a, b)*H(&)). 
In the last equation we use P(il, iz)* = i12. This completes the proof of (2). 
For the proof of the derivation property of H we first obtain the following formulas. 
i12Nfg) =(il + i2)fg - i2fg - kfg, 
i12(f,f)*Wg)= (fVf)*il2H(g)=(fVf)*((il + i2)g - i2g - ilg) 
= (ilfrl + i2fy2)(il + i2)g - (ilfrl + i2fr2)izg 
-(4 fry + i2fyz)ilg 
= (hf + i2f)g - i2fg - ilfs, 
il2s*ff(f) = g*il2ff(f) = ((4 + i2)f - i2f - ilf)s. 
These formulas imply 
h2W(fd - (f,fhJf(g) - g*H(f)) 
=(ii + i2)fg - i2fg - ilfg + ilfg + i2fg - (ilf + i2f)g 
- ((4 + i2)f - (il f + i2f))g 
=(il + i2Vg - fs - Kil + i2)fg + (-j)g +P((il + i2)fg - j)Hg] 
(with f = il f + i2f) 
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= (4 + i2)fg - fg - [-_Tcl+ P(f,J)*H(S)I - (il + i2)fg 
- P((h + i2)fl - j-)*%7) 
= - N, J)*fw + P((h + i2)f, J)*Wd 
=P((h + i2)f - 7, j)*Wd 
=p(p(i,,iz)*H(f),J)*H(g)=O by (1). 
Hence H is a derivation since ir2 is injective. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 3.3. 0 
4. Biproduct completion of square ringoids 
In this section we describe the quadratic analogue of the biproduct completion of a 
ringoid in Definition 1.2. 
Definition 4.1. A fimctor F: Q 4 Q’ between prequadratic categories is linear if F 
induces a homomorphism beGen goups 
F:g(X,Y)-@XFY) 
for X, Y E Q and if F carries linear maps to linear maps. 
= 
Hence a linear hmctor carries a quadratic biproduct to a quadratic biproduct. This 
implies that a linear functor F between quadratic categories induces a natural transfor- 
mation 
Ftl: $x, Y I Z) --) @x, FY I F-0 
compatible with T, H, P in Remark 3.2. Hence (F, Fg ) is a morphism of square ringoids 
defined as follows. 
Definition 4.2. A morphism F : &+&’ between square ringoids is a linear Iimctor 
F : R_-+ &’ of the underlying prequadratic categories together with a natural transfor- 
mation in AA 
F# : M(X, Y, Z) + M’(FX, FY, FZ) 
such that Fb is compatible with T,H and P respectively, i.e. 
F#T = T’Fg on M(X, Y,Z) 
F#H = H’F on l?(X, Y) 
FP = P’F# on Y, Y) 
all X, Z E - 
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We now are able to describe the universal property of the biproduct completion 
Add(R) of a square ringoid 4. First Add(R) is a quadratic category and i : B + Add(R) - - - - - - -- 
is a morphism of square ringoids such that for any quadratic category Q and any 
morphism F: g- Q between square ringoids there is a uni@e linear 
= 
functor 
F:Add(R)-+Q with Pi=F. - - -- = (4.1) 
Here P is the quadratic analogue of (1.1). The following results justify the selection 
of properties used in the definition of a square ringoid. 
Theorem 4.3. For a square ringoid there exists the biproduct completion i I&+ 
Add(B). - - 
If Q is a quadratic category then any full subcategory j : R_ c Q has the structure 
Z - = 
of a square ringoid. Let & be the full subcategory of Q consisting of finite quadratic 
= 
biproducts Xt V . ’ ’ VX, with Xi E &. Then - 
E : Add(R) + 8 -- (4.2) - - 
with E =J is a linear equivalence between quadratic categories. Compare (1.1 )(*). As 
in Remark 1.3 one can extend the definition of Add(R) in Definition 4.4 below for -- 
“families of objects in g and one obtains in this way 
g c Add(R) C add(R). - - (4.3) -- 
We leave this to the reader. The proof of Theorem 4.3 relies on the following con- 
struction of Add(R). - - 
Definition 4.4. Given a square ringoid & we define the quadratic category g = Add(R) - 
as follows. The objects of Q are the finite tuples of objects in g which we denote 
= 
by 
x*IIX,II.~~IIx,=(x* )...) X,), x21. 
We define for Y E g the group 
where x denotes the product of sets. The group structure on this set is given by the 
formula 
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Moreover we define the group 
as a product of groups. An element in this group is denoted by f = (J;“,$) with 
1 Sk < y and 15 i<j<x. Now let g=(g&gi,) be an element in Q(Zr LI...LIZ,, Yr II 
= 
. . . LI 5). Then the composition is defined by 
where the coordinates are given as follows. 
(fg)f=“& +~~Y”2+...+f;yY;+cp(fi~,fil)*gskl, 
k<l 
k k<l 
Using the properties of a square ringoid one now can check that the composition is 
associative and that Add(R) is a well defined quadratic category with the universal - - 
property of the biproduct completion of 3 in Theorem 4.3. 
5. Quadratic categories as linear extensions of additive categories 
We show that all quadratic categories can be obtained by certain linear extensions 
of additive categories. This gives rise to many examples of quadratic categories and it 
also yields a kind of classification of quadratic categories. 
Definition 5.1. Let g be a category and let D: sop x G-+& be a bifunctor (also - 
termed g-bimodule). We say that 
is a linear extension of the category s by D if (a)-(c) hold; compare [6]. 
(a) E_ and C have the same objects and p is a full functor which is the identity on 
objects- - 
(b) For each f : A + B in g the abelian group D(A, B) acts transitively and effectively 
on the subset p-‘(f) of morphisms in g. We write fa+~ for the action of a E D(A, B) 
on fo E p-‘(f). Any fo E p-‘(f) is called a lift of f. 
(c) The action satisfies the linear distibutivity law: 
( fo + a)(so + B) = fog0 + f*B + s*u. 
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A map between linear extensions is a diagram 
D’ 
P’ 
- E’ - C’ 
= = 
where E, 40 are functors with p’& = yp and d : D(A, B) ----f D’(cpA, cpB) is a natural trans- 
formation satisfying E( fo + a) = E( fe) + d(cc). If cp and d are the identity then E is 
called an equivalence of linear extensions. 
We call D H g 5 g a weak linear extension if there is a linear extension D H 
g-g as above together with an 
g coincides with q. 
There is a canonical bijection 
71: M(C, D) g H*(g, D) - 
equivalence of categories g 1 Y such that E + C 1 ZZ 
(5.1) 
Here M&D) is the set of equivalence classes of linear extensions and H*(CY, D) is 
the cohomology of g with coefficients in D; [6]. We now describe examples of linear 
extensions of categories. 
Example 5.2. Recall that &J and g denote the categories of free abelian groups and 
free nil-groups respectively; see Example 2.5. Then there is a linear extension 
Hom(-,~2)&$~ab _= 
obtained as follows. The functor p carries (M),;l to the abelianization Z[A4] which is 
the free abelian group generated by M. One has the classical central extension 
where q is the abelianization and where w is the commutator map. Now the action of 
CI E Hom(Z[JV], A2Z[M]) on fo : (N)nu ---t (M)nu E giJ is given by ( fc + U)(X) = fa(x) + 
waq(x). In this example & is an additive categoryand &I is a quadratic category; see - 
Example 2.5. 
Example 5.3. Let A be an abelian group and let H[N] A Z[A4] + A be a free resolution 
of A. We choose a map 
a://s’-+Vst 
N h4 
between one point unions of l-spheres which induces d in homology, H,(a) = d. Let 
MA be the mapping cone of d. Then the suspension M(A,n) = c”-’ MA, n 2 2, is 
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a Moore space of A in degree n. Let g” be the full homotopy category of such 
Moore spaces M(A, n), A E Ab, and let p : 2” 4 & be the homology functor which 
carries M(A, n) to A. The suspension functor C :M_” + @+’ is full for n = 2 and is 
an isomorphism of categories for n = 3. The category &J*% quadratic and the category 
g, n 2 3, is additive. Moreover one has the follo&g diagram in which the rows 
and the column are weak linear extensions; compare V.3a in [2]. 
Ext( -, @ Z/2) 
t 
c I 
P* Ext(-, g2) + ~2 -_, = M’ 
P 
Ext(-,T) + M2 A 
= Ab - 
Here we use for B E & the natural exact sequence - 
@*BATB+B&Z/2+0 
which induces for A E & the binatural exact sequence 
Ext(A, @* B) -% Ext(A, rB> % Ext(A, B @ Z/2) + 0. 
Hence the image P*Ext(A, @* B) is a &-bimodule which via q is also an M_3-bimodule. 
The map d in the diagram is the inclusion such that (d, &,q) is a map between linear 
extensions. 
Motivated by such examples of quadratic categories we prove the following classi- 
fication of quadratic categories in terms of linear extensions. 
Theorem 5.4. Each quadratic category Q is canonically part of a linear extension of 
= 
categories 
Dd +++ Qadd. 
= 
Here Q add is an additive category and DA is an Qadd -bimodule which is left additive - - 
and risht quadratic. We call Qadd the additive quotient of Q. 
= = 
Proof, We define Qadd and DA as follows. The objects in Qadd are the same as in Q. 
Morphism sets in 3 
= = 
are given by the cokernel 
= 
gadd(X, Y) = cokernel(P : g(X, Y ) Y) +g(X, Y)). 
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This cokemel also defines the projection Q -+ Qadd. The composition law in Qadd 
is induced by the composition law in Q. U&g ge properties in Definition 3.1ynd 
Remark 3.2 one readily checks that Q “d’iis an additive category. We define the Qadd- - 
bimodule DA by 
DAK Y> = image (P : C$C Y 1 Y) + g(X, Y)). 
Then the additive Qadd -trifunctor Q(, 1 ) shows that DA is left additive and right 
quadratic since P is a gatural homomrvhism. Moreover using the short exact sequence 
of groups 
obtained by the definitions above we obtain the action of PA(X, Y) on Q(X, Y) such 
that the linear extension of categories in Theorem 5.4 is well definez The linear 
distributivity law follows from property (x, Pp)* = (Pa, y)* = 0 in Remark 3.2( 1) by 
use of Remark 3.2(6). 0 
Theorem 5.5. Suppose that a linear extension of categories 
D++A (*) 
is given where A_ is an additive category and where D is an A=-bimodule which is left 
additive and right quadratic. Let R be a full subcategory of A_ for which the additive 
functor E : Add(R) --+A_ is given b> (1 .l )(*). Then there is a quadratic category g -- - 
together with a map between linear extensions 
&*D - Q - Add(R) ZZ - - 
(**) 
D -E- A = = 
If E is an equivalence, for example cf g = 4, then also E is an equivalence. Quadratic 
biproducts in Q are lifts of biproducts in Add(R). 
= -- 
We prove this result below. 
Since the equivalence E : Add(A) --+A= induces an isomorphism E* : H’(A_, D) % -- 
H2(Add(A), &*D) we see by (5.1) that the equivalence class of the extension E in - - 
Theorem 5.5(*) can be identified with the equivalence class of the extension Q in = 
Theorem 5.5(**) with &=A_. 
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Addendum 5.6. For the extension Q in Theorem 5.5(**) one has the following diagram 
in which the rows and the column?re linear extensions of categories. 
e*(D/D’) 
4. 
+ 
DA -Q- Q 
add 
= = 
I d 
+ 
E*D - Q A Add(R) = -- 
Here DA = E*D’ is given by 
D’(A,B) = image(D(A,BIB) c D(A,B V B)(3 D(A,B)) 
for A,B E Ob(A_) so that D’ --+ D -+ D/D’ is a short exact sequence of A_-bimodules. 
The functor q 7s an additive fimctor and the quotient D/D’ is biadditive. - 
Example 5.7. For the quadratic category Q = @l in Example 5.3 we have 
=- 
DA -Q- Q 
add 
= = 
Hom(-, A~) - nil - ab = = 
For the quadratic category Q = M2 in Theorem 4.3 we have 
= - 
DA -Q -Q 
add 
P*Ext(-, B2) - g2 - 
c 
g3 
Moreover the diagram in Example 5.3 is (up to equivalences of categories) an example 
of the diagram in Addendum 5.6. 
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6. Lifting sums in linear extensions 
A sum of objects X1,X2 in a category C is an object Xt VX2 together with morphisms 
- ik:Xk-+XlVX2 (k=1,2) such that 
c~:,~;):~(& V&,Z)=@1,Z) x@,Z) 
is a bijection for all Z. Linear extensions behave very well with respect to sums: 
Lemma 6.1. Let D ++g-++g be a linear extension and let (Xl VX2, il, i2) be a sum 
in g such that 
(ir,it):D(Xl VX~,Z)“D(X~,Z)CBD(X~,Z) 
is an isomorphism natural in Z. Then also 
(4 vx,, il, ;I 
is a sum in g for any ltjii G of ik(k= 1,2). 
The proof is an easy exercise, compare 3.4 [S]. Now let & be an additive category 
and consider a linear extension 
OH&. (6.1) 
Clearly 0 is a zero object in g if and only if D(O,A) = D(A, 0) = 0 for all objects A E 4. 
We derive from Lemma 6.1 and the dual of Lemma 6.1. 
Proposition 6.2. If D is left additive then sums exist in g and tf D is right additive 
then products exist in E. Moreover tf D is biadditive then g has in a canonical way 
the structure of an additive category such that for all objects X, Y E 4 the sequence 
DK Y)Ag(X, Y&$x, Y) 
is a short exact sequence of abelian groups. Here i carries a to 0 -t a. In addition 
the functor p respects sums, products and biproducts respectively. 
Addendum 6.3. Let D be left additive and D(A, 0) = 0 for all A E A_. Then g has sums - 
and a zero object. Hence for X, YE g one has inclusions and retractions 
X’XXVY’XX and YsXVY&Y 
with t-xix = 1, ryiy = 1, rxiy = 0, ryix = 0. Moreover the following formulas are satis- 
fied for f :X-Z, g: Y-Z, h: Y--t WEE = 
(f +a,g+P)=(f,g)+r$a+r,*fi:XVY+Z, 
(f +a)V(h+~)=fVh+r~i~*a+ry*i~*~::XVY--+ZVW. 
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We now consider the case when D in Proposition 6.2 is left additive and right 
quadratic. Then 0 is a zero object in g. Moreover for a sum Y V Z in g the sequence 
D(X,YIZ)f~(X,YVZ)+(XY)x&FZ) (6.2) 
is exact, i.e., the group D(X, Y IZ) acts effectively on the set E=<X, Y V Z) and the set 
of orbits is E=<X, Y) x g(X,Z) via Y = (ry* ,rz*). This is an immediate consequence of 
the definition of the cross effect D(X, YlZ), see Definition 1.5. Since this cross effect 
is additive in Y and Z we derive from (6.5) that the map (rll*,r13*, r23’ ): 
g(x,x~ vx2 Vx3)~E(XXl V&) x @A V&I x gGK~2 V&I (6.3) - 
is injective. Here rij is the canonical retraction Xi V X2 V X3 -+Xi Vxj for i <j. 
We now consider cogroups in the category g, see (2.12). 
Lemma 6.4. If p :X +X V X in g satisjies the counit property then there is a unique v 
such that (X,p, v) is a cogroup in g. 
Hence we may call a morphism ~1 :X -+X V X a cogroup structure of X if p satisfies 
the counit property. 
Proof of Lemma 6.4. The coassociativity follows from (6.3) since r& V l),u = lxvx = 
rij(lVp)p. In order to find v we take v’:X4X in g which is a lift of -1:X-+X 
in A_. Then there exists a E D(X,X) such that (1, v’)~ = 0,~ + tl where 0,~ is the 
zero morphism X +X in g. Using Addendum 6.3 we have (1, v’ - a)~ = (( 1, v’) - 
rFa)p=(l,v’)p - a=O. Hence v=v’- tl is a coinverse. q 
Proposition 6.5. Consider the linear extension E_ as in (6.1) where A_ is an additive 
category and where D is left additive and right-quadratic. Then each object X in g 
has a cogroup structure and the group D(X,XlX) acts on the set of cogroup structures 
of X transitively and effectively. 
Addendum 6.6. With the assumption on E in Proposition 6.5 let PX :X+X V X be 
a cogroup structure for X E ObE. Then PX yields a group structure + on the set 
E(X, Y) by x + y = (x, y)px. This structure is compatible with the action of D on g 
7 
smce we show 
for x, y E E=<X, Y), CI, /I E D(X, Y). Indeed by Example 5.3 we get 
(x+~)+(Y+P)=(X+~,Y+P)Px 
= ((x, Y) + $a + r2*B)m 
=(X,Y)Px+~++=(x+Y)+(a+B). 
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Now (*) implies that 
o~D(x,Y)~E=(x,Y)~q(x,Y)io (**) 
is a central extension of groups and B(X, Y) is a nil-group. Here Of carries cx to 
0x.Y + a. 
With the assumptions on D,E_, A_ in Proposition 6.5 we consider the following diagram -- 
in E = 
where ,UX and py are cogroup structures. Then the induced diagram in A_ commutes so 
that there is a unique element 
a = 6’px./Jf) E&K Y I Y> (6.4) 
with ( f V f)p~ = (pyf)+a. This is the obstruction for f of being a cogroup morphism 
since c1= 0 if and only if the diagram commutes. 
Remark. Let D’ be the bifunctor on A_ given by D’(X, Y) = D(X, Y 1 Y) and let Cog@) 
be the category for which the objects are cogroups in E and for which the morphisms - 
are the same as morphisms in E. Then 
Cog@) z E L D’ - 
is a nice example of a linear covering of g by D’ in the sense of [2, Ch. IV, Section 41. 
Here 0 is the obstruction operator given by (6.4) and $J is the forgetful functor. 
The associated category Cog@)” is the category of cogroups and cogroup morphisms. - 
Proof of Theorem 5.5. The linear extension Q in Theorem 5.5(**) is the pull back 
of g via the functor E: Add(R) +A_. Hence forX, YE Add(R) we have -- - - - 
Q(xY)=&X,aY) 
and composition in Q is given by the composition in E_. We now choose by Proposi- 
tion 6.5 for each obFct A in Ob@) c Ob(E_) a cogroup structure PA in E. Hence we 
obtain for each object X in Q a &group shucture by setting (see Definizn 1.2) 
= 
(1) PXLIY = t23oLY u PY 1. 
Here t23 :X II X LI Y LI Y +X II Y LI X II Y is the interchange for the second and 
third factor. The cogroup structure p,t~ yields the group structure for the set Q(X, Y) 
= 
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by setting as in Addendum 6.6 
(2) x+y=(x,yh.k for x,yt~<XY>. 
Then clearly g* : Q(X, Y) + Q(X, Z) is linear for g : Y --f Z. On the other hand we have 
= = 
(3) s*(x + Y) - s*(Y) - s*(x) =(x I Y)*co,,,,,(g) 
where (xly)* : D(X, Y 1 Y) + D(X, Z 1 Z) is given by the right quadratic functor D on 
4 so that (x 1 y)* is linear in x and y and hence also (3) is linear in (x) and (y). 
By Addendum 6.6(**) also (3) is central in Q(X,Z). According to (1) the natural 
maps ii :X --+X II Y and i2 : Y-+X II Y are m;Fhisms of cogroups and this implies 
the equality iiri + izr2 = lxur. 0 
7. Square rings 
Ringoids with only one object are the same as rings. Therefore square ringoids 
with only one object are termed square rings. Each object X in a quadratic category 
Q determines a square ring End(X) which is the endomorphism square ring of X. 
The examples of quadratic categories in Section 2 yield therefore many examples of 
square rings. In particular we get the square ring 
i&l = End(Z) (7.1) 
which is the endomorphism square ring of the object Z in the quadratic category &. - 
We shall see that znil is completely described by 
with P = 0 and H(x) =x(x - 1)/2. In fact iz,il is the initial object in the category of 
square rings. 
Each square ring Q yields a theory u(Q) and hence a category of models Mod(P) 
which is the category of (right) Q-modules if Q is a ring. For the initial object b,i/ of 
the category of square rings the category Mod(&) coincides with the category m 
of groups of nilpotency degree 2; compare Example 7.9 below. 
We now describe in more detail the algebraic notion of a square ring; this is the 
specialization of the axioms of a square ringoid for the case of a single object. We in- 
troduce a square ring in three steps. First we define a square group which describes 
the basic linear structure of square ring. A “square ring” will be a “square group over 
a ring R” with additional multiplicative structure. 
Definition 7.1. A square group 
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is given by a group M, and an abelian group M,,. Both groups are written additively. 
Moreover P is a homomorphism and H is a quadratic function, that is the cross 
effect 
(a 1 b)H = H(a + 6) -H(b) -H(a) 
is linear in a, b E Qe. In addition the following properties are satisfied (x, y EM,,): 
(1) (Pxjb)H=O and (uiPy)~=O, 
(2) P(a / b),y = a + b - a - b, 
(3) PHP(x) = P(x) + P(x), 
(4) d(u) = HPH(u) + H(u + a) - 4H(u) is linear in a. 
By (1) and (2) P maps to the centre of M, and by (2) cokernel of P is abelian. 
Hence MC is a group of nilpotency degree 2. Let Sqzaare be the category of square 
groups. 
Definition 7.2. A square group over a ring 
is given by a ring R, a square group (H, P) as in Definition 7.1, a homomorphism E 
(denoted by EU = a for a f Qe) from the group Qe to the underlying abelian group of R 
and an element 1 E Qe with E( 1) = 1. Moreover the abelian group Qee is an R c31 R 18 Rap- 
module with action denoted by (t @s) . x . r E Qee for t, S, r E R, x E Qeee. The following 
additional properties hold where H(2) = H( 1 + 1): 
(1) (uIb),y=(bmi).H(2), 
(2) d(u) = HPH(a) + H(u + a) - 4H(u) = H(2). a, 
(3) T = HP - 1 is an isomorphism of abelian groups satisfying 
T((t@s).x.r)=(s@t).T(x).r. 
Definition 7.3. A square ring 
Q=tQe~Qee~Qe) 
is given by a square group (H, P) for which Qe has the additional structure of a monoid 
with unit 1 E Qe and multiplication a . b E Qe. This monoid structure induces on R = 
cokemel a ring structure such that 
is a square group over the ring R. Here E is the quotient map for the cokemel 
of P with EU = Z. Moreover the multiplication a . b in Qe satisfies the following 
equations: 
(1) (pv).a=P(y.4, 
(2) a . (Py) = P((G @ a> . y), 
(3) H(u . b) = (Cm 6). H(b) + H(u). b, 
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(4) (a+b).c=a.c+b.c+P((~~~).H(c)), 
(5) a~(b+c)=a.b+a.c. 
We also call Q a square ring extension of the ring R and R is the ring associated 
to Q. 
Lemma 7.4. A square ring as dejined in Dejinition 1.3 is the same as a square ringoid 
in Definition 3.1 with only one object. 
Morphisms Q -+ Q’ between square rings are given by homomorphisms Qe 4 QL, Qee 
-+ Qye which respect all the structure described above. We point out that a square ring 
Q with Qee = 0 is the same as a ring so that the category of rings is a full subcategory 
in the category of square rings. 
We now consider the square ring Enil in (7.1). In fact i&l is the initial object in 
the category of square rings since there is a unique morphism Zni[ + Q which carries 
1 E Z = (&,,I), to 1 E Qe and 1 E Z = (Z,il), to H(2) E Qee. By Definition 7.4(4) we 
have in any square ring 
PH(2) = 0 (7.2) 
so that iZnil+ Q is well defined. For a square ring Q we obtain the quadratic categories 
u(Q) and &(Q) in the same way as in (4.3). If Q is the endomorphism square 
ring of an object X in a quadratic category g then u(Q) coincides with the ml1 
subcategory of Q consisting of finite sums XV. . . VX with all summands given by X. 
This implies the;ext proposition on the category ni2 of free nil-groups in Example 2.5. - 
Let fg - &Z be the full subcategory of finitely generated free nil-groups. - 
Proposition 7.5. One has equivalences of categories 
fg - !liJ = &(&I), -- 
@Z = add (Z,ij). -- 
Next we introduce for a square ring Q the notion of Q-module which generalizes 
the classical notion of a (right) R-module for a ring R. 
Definition 7.6. Given a square ring Q we obtain the category Add(O) in (4.4) which 
is a theory in the sense of (1.2). A Q-module M is a model of this theory, that is 
M : Add(Q)OP -i&t - 
is a functor which carries a sum in Add(Q) to a product of sets. Let 
MA(Q) = ModeZ(Add(0)) -- 
be the category of Q-modules; compare Lemma 1.4. We now describe a Q-module 
more explicitly in terms of operators on a group. 
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Definition 7.7. A Q-module A4 as defined in Definition 7.6 is given by a group A4 
(which we write additively) and by Q-operations which are functions 
MxQe--+M, (m,a)+-+m.a, 
MxMxQ,,+M, (m, n,x) H [m, n] x. 
For a, b E Qe, x, y E Qee, m, n EM the following relations hold where [kf] = {[m, n] . 
x; m,nEM,xEQe,}cM: 
rn. 1=m, (m.a).b=m.(a.b), m.(a+b)=m.a+m.b, 
(m+n).a=m.a+n.a+[m,n].H(a), 
m.Px=[m,m].x, 
[m,n].Tx=[n,m].x, 
[m.a,n.b].x=[m,n].(a@b).x and ([m,n].x).a=[m,n].(x.a), 
[m,nl .x is linear in m,n and x, 
[m,n].x=O for mE[M]. 
These equations imply that the commutator in M satisfies 
n+m-n-m= -n-m+n+m=[m,n].H(2). 
Hence M is a group of nilpotency degree 2 and [M] is central in M. Morphisms in the 
category Mod(O) of Q-modules are homomorphisms A4 --+A# which are compatible 
with the Q-operations. 
Example 7.8. Given an object X in a quadratic category Q we obtain the endomor- 
phism square ring Q = End(X). Any object Y in Q therefze yields the representable 
functor 
My:Add(0)cQ-&t 
= 
which carries the object X V . . . V X to the set Q(X V . . . V X, Y) of morphisms in Q. 
The fimctor My is obviously a model of the th;ory e(O) and hence a Q-module. 
We can define My as well by the Q-operations 
MY = &K Y), 
m . a = m o a (composition in Q), 
= 
[m, n] . x = P(m, n)*x 
given by the square ringoid structure of Q. This shows that the equations in 
Definition 7.7 are given by the corresponding:quations in a square ringoid. 
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Example 7.9. Recall that 
Z,,,=(C+ ZJ+Z) 
is the endomorphism square ring of Z in & with P = 0 and H(a) =a(a - 1)/2 for - 
a E Z. We now show that a &r-module can be identified with a group of nilpotency 
degree 2 so that we have an isomorphism of categories 
In fact, any object A4 in J@ has canonically 
&ii-operations 
m.a=m+... + m (a-fold sum in M) 
the structure of a &-module by the 
[m,n].x=(n+m-n-m).x (x-fold sum in M) 
for m, n EM and u E (Z,il)e = Z, x E (Zni[)ee = Z. One readily checks that equations in 
Definition 7.7 for the &,-operations are satisfied. 
Remark 7.10. For each square ringoid Q with finitely many objects Xi,. . . ,X, we 
obtain the square ring Q of the object XTII . . . II& in Add(Q). One can check that - - 
g- dl mo u es and Q-modules can be identified so that one has acanonical isomorphism 
of categories 
Mod(Q) =&d(Q). -- - - 
This shows that for many purposes square ringoids can be replaced by square rings. 
8. Examples of square rings 
We here describe some examples of square rings which arise naturally in algebra 
and topology. 
8.1. Factor square rings of Zni[ 
Let Y,S > 1 be integers with Y 1 s if s is odd and 2r 1 s if s is even. Then 
?$y = (Z/r -li, Z/s 5 Z/r) 
is the square ring with H(a) =a(a - 1)/2 and P=O. These are all square rings Q for 
which there exists a surjection Znil ++ Q. Let Nil’,’ be the category of nil’,‘-groups 
which are the groups of nilpotency degree 2 satisfying the relations (m, n EM) 
0 = m . r = m + . . . + m (r-fold sum of m), 
0=(-m-n+m+n).s. 
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This is a free nil’ss-group if A4 is obtained by dividing out these relations in a free 
nil-group; see Example 2.5. Let 
be the full subcategory of free nilr,s-groups and finitely generated free nilr~s-groups 
respectively. Then we obtain as in Proposition 7.5 and Example 7.9 equivalences of 
categories 
The Z$-operations on a group M E Nil’,” are defined by the same formulas as the 
&-operations in Example 7.9. As an example we obtain the ni14,2-groups which are 
exactly the groups M for which the lower 2-central series T,M satisfies P3M = 0; they 
play a role for the unstable Adams spectral sequence [ll]. Moreover we obtain the 
following result which is an application of the theory of this paper. 
Theorem 8.1. Let g2(Z/2) be the homotopy category of Moore spaces M( V,2) in 
degree 2 of E/2-vector spaces V. Then there is an equivalence of categories 
M_2(Zj2) = niP2. - 
Proof. Let CP2 be the suspension of the real projective plane; then CP2 = M(E/2,2) is 
the Moore space of Z/2 in degree 2. Moreover for a Z/2-vector space V with basis B 
the one point union 
v ZP2 =M(V,2) 
B 
is a Moore space of V. This shows that 
g2(Z/2) = &(End(CPz)) (8.1) 
by Example 2.3. Here the endomorphism square ring of CP2 satisfies by a result of 
Barratt [l] 
End(CP2) = Zz;f. (8.2) 
Hence the result in Theorem 8.1 follows from Section 8.1. 0 
8.2. Endomorphism square rings of suspended pseudo projective planes CP,, 
Here a pseudo projective plane 
(1) P,=S’U,e2 
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is obtained by attaching a 2-cell to a l-sphere by a map of degree n. For n = 2 this 
is the real projective plane. Clearly CP,, =M(Z/n, 2) is a Moore space of the cyclic 
group Z/n. Using results in [3] we obtain the endomorphism square ring 
(2) End(CP,) = (Z/n x ZJn 5 Z/n 5 Z/n x Z/n) 
where End(CP,), = h/n x H/n as a set with the monoid structure 
(a,a).(b,/?)=(ab, a* ./?+b.a) 
and the (abelian) group structure 
(a,a>+(b,p)=(a+b,cc+B+abn(n- 1)/2). 
Moreover End(CP,),, = B/n as an abelian group and H(a, a) = a and P(x) = (0,2x). 
The cokernel of P is the ring R = Z/n which acts on End(CP,),, = H/n in the canonical 
way. One now can show that for n = 2 this square ring coincides with (8.2) and as in 
(8.1) we obtain the equivalences of categories 
(3) M_*(Z/n) = &(End(ZP,)). 
Here M_*(Z/n) is the full homotopy category of Moore spaces M(V,2) for which V is 
a free H/n-module. By (2) we see that the right-hand side of (3) is a purely algebraic 
category . 
8.3. The R-localization of nil-groups 
A ring R is termed 2-binomial if for all Y E R the element T(Y - 1) E R is uniquely 
2-divisible so that Y(T - I)/2 E R. Clearly if 2 is invertible then R is 2-binomial. Also 
any subring R c Q of the rationals is 2-binomial. Given a 2-binomial ring R we obtain 
the square ring 
(1) R,;,=(RzR4-,R) 
with H(r) = r(r - 1)/2 and P = 0. This generalizes the square ring &. Therefore 
we may consider R,ir-modules as generalizations of nilpotent groups of order 2. The 
morphism Znil+ R,il induces &(Z,i,) + &(R,i,) by the universal property of && 
in (4.1). Hence we obtain the induced functor 
which has a left adjoint 
which carries G l Nil to GR ~u(R,,il). Here Gs is the R-localization of G which 
for R c Q is the classical localization of G; see for example [14,16]. 
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8.4. Square rings with P = 0 
Let R be a ring and A4 be an R ~3 R @ R”p-module satisfying 
for s, t, r E R and x EM. Moreover let H : R --+ M be a function for which 
H(s+t)=Hs+Ht+(t@s).H(2) 
H(s . t) = (s ~3s) . H(t) + H(s) . t 
holds. Then 
(1) R,t,=(RAM=!R) 
is a square ring with P = 0 and conversely each square ring with P = 0 is obtained 
this way. This generalizes the square ring R,i/ of a 2-binomial ring R. 
As an example of a square ring with P=O we describe the endomorphism square 
ring End(XP2) where @Pz is the complex projective plane. Let h x2 B be the subring 
of Z x Z consisting of all pairs a = (a,,, al) with a0 - al G Omod 2. Then we have 
(2) End(~Q=P,)=(ZxzZ~Z~Zx2Z) 
where H is defined by H( 1,l) = 0, H(O,2) = 1 and 
H(a + b) - H(a) - H(b) = a0 . bo. 
The R @ R @ R’P-modules Z with R = Z x2 Z is given by 
where a, b, c E R and k E h. The isomorphism 
[C@P& XP,] = z x2 z 
carries a map F to the degree (ao,al) in homology where a0 = degree (HJF) and 
al = degree (HjF). Clearly the algebraic description of End(C@Pz) above yields an 
algebraic characterization of the subcategory 
&(End CCP2) c Top*/ = 
which is the full homotopy category consisting of finite one point unions C@Pz V. . . V 
XP2. This category was computed in different terms by Unsold [ 171 who showed that 
for Q = &(CCPz) the associated linear extension Q -+ Qadd = M(R) is non-split. 
= = = 
8.5. Square rings arising from operads 
Let K be a commutative ring and let P be an operad in the monoidal category 
of K-modules with the monoidal structure given by the tensor product. Recall that P 
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consists of K-modules P(n), n 2 0, with an action of the symmetric group C, and of 
composition laws ~(ii,. . . , ik; k): 
P(i, ) @ . . . @P(ik)@P(k)-,P(i, +...+ik) 
for k,il,..., ik 2 0 where P(0) = K. Moreover certain associativity and symmetry prop- 
erties hold [9]. It is well known that an operad P with P(n) = 0 for n > 2 is the same 
as a K-algebra. An operad with P(n) = 0 for 12 2 3 actually yields canonically a square 
ring 
Q(P) = (P(2)& @ P(1) J-+ P(2) 5 P(2)& EJ P(1)) 
where P(2)x, = P(2)/(x -xl - 0) is the module of coinvariants of the .X2 -action with t 
a generator of &. The function H is given by H(,f, JI) =X + xf where X E P(2)r2 is the 
class of x E P2, y E P( 1). Moreover P is defined by P(x) = (X, 0). Hence the cokemel 
of P is the K-module P( 1) which is a ring R via the multiplication p( 1; 1). Moreover 
P(2) is an R @ R 8 Rot’-module by p( 1,l; 2) and ~(2; 1). The structure of P(2)x2 @P( 1) 
as a monoid is defined by 
(%,y1).(~2,y2)=G1 ~Y2+(Yl@‘l)~~2, y1 .Y2). 
One can check that the axioms of an operad show that Q(P) is in this way a well 
defined square ring. Let niloperad(K) be the category of operads P with P(n)=0 for 
n > 3 and let squarering be the category of square rings. Then the construction of Q(P) 
above yields for KC Q a full embedding 
niloperad(K) c squarering. 
This shows that a square ring is in a canonical way a non-abelian version of a nil- 
operad. Therefore there exists a more general theory of “non-abelian operads” gener- 
alizing both the concept of square ring and the concept of operad. 
8.6. Square rings arising from nilpotent algebras 
Let R be a commutative ring. Then one has the following square rings where R and 
R @ R are groups given by the additive structure of R and where R @ R is a monoid by 
(X, v) . (24, u) = (xu,x2v + yu). 
We now define 
i 
&=(RARAR), 
H =P=O is trivial. 
&=(R@R-If-,R@RLR@R), 
H(~,.Y)=(Y,.Y) and P(x,y)=(O,x+y), 
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&=(R@R-It,RLR@R), 
H(x, y) = 2y and P(X) = (0, x), 
r 
rR=(R@RzRAR@R), 
H(x, y) = y and P(X) = (0,2x). 
The corresponding modules are R-algebras of nilpotency degree 2 as in the following 
table: 
Q Q-modules 
AR Lie algebras 
@R associative algebras, Leibniz-algebras 
SR commutative algebras 
rR divided power algebras 
8.7. Restriction of square rings 
Let Q be a square ring with associated ring R and let R’ be a subring of R. 
Then we obtain a square ring Q 1 R’ which we call the restriction of Q to R’. Let 
p : Qe -W R be the projection and let Qe 1 R’ = p-‘(R’) be the inverse image of R’ c R. 
Then 
is given by the structure maps H and P in Q. This is a subobject of the square ring Q. 
8.8. Monoid square rings 
The free abelian group Z[M] generated by a monoid A4 has the structure of a ring 
with multiplication induced by the multiplication of M. This is the classical monoid 
ring of M which is the group ring if M is a group. This construction has the following 
analogue for square rings. Let (M),il be the free nil-group generated by the set M, i.e. 
(M),i/ = (W/r3 (W. W e now consider the M-objects in the category &J which form 
the category A4 - &I with the subcategory A4 - d of free objects. In fact (M),i, is 
the free object in A4 - m with one generator. Again A4 - &I is a quadratic category 
so that the endomorphism square ring 
is defined. This is the monoid square ring given by the monoid M. More explicitly 
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is the unique square ring for which the following holds: 
P({a}@{b})=a+b-u-b. 
Here {u} E Z[M] is the abelianization of a E (M),il. The underlying group of Z,il[M]e 
is the group (M),il, the underlying monoid structure of Z,il[Mle is uniquely given by 
rn. n=mnEM for m,nEM 
and (4), (5) in Definition 7.3. The Z[M] ~8 Z[M] @ Z[M]“P-module structure of hnil[M],, = 
h[M] @I Z[M] is given by 
for a, b, n, u E Z[M]. One readily checks that one has equivalences of categories 
m(Z,i,[M])=M - h%y 
&(&[M]) =M - &Z - 
which coincide with the corresponding equivalences in Example 7.9 if M is a point. 
8.9. Square rings arising from restricted Lie algebras 
Let K be a commutative Z/2 -algebra and let 
@‘=(&%R~R) 
be the following square ring with P=O as in Section 8.4. Here R is the abelian group 
given by the free K-module 
R=$Kt’ 
i>O 
generated by the monomials 1, t, t2,. . . . This is a ring by the multiplication rules 
tk = k2 t, p p = pm 
for k E K, n, m 2 0, with to = 1 E K. Moreover R as an R @R ~3 R’P -module is obtained 
by the action (a, b, c,x~R) 
where ua is the constant term of the polynomial a. Now H is the unique function with 
properties as in Section 8.4 satisfying H(t) = 1. One readily verifies that the category 
of /ire -modules coincides with the category of 2-restricted Lie K-algebras satisfying 
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[[x, y],z] = 0. Here the action of t corresponds to the operation x I-+ xL21 of a restricted 
Lie algebra. The modules over the factor square ring 
llly”““/(t2, t) = (R/(t2) 4 R/(t) + R/(12)) 
are the 2-restricted Lie K-algebras satisfying the relations [[x, JJ], z] = 0, (x[~])[~] = 0 and 
[x, y][J = 0. 
9. Equivalences of square rings 
It is clear that two square rings Q and Q’ are isomorphic, Q 2 Q’, if and only if 
there is an isomorphism 
$:&(Q)%fdd(Q’) (9.1) 
of quadratic categories which is the identity on objects. Here the isomorphism $ is an 
isomorphism of categories which is linear in the sense of Definition 4.1. We say that Q 
and Q’ are equivalent if there is an isomorphism 11, as in (9.1) of categories which 
does not have to be linear. Such an equivalence induces an isomorphism of module 
categories 
Mod( 0) = Mod(@) (9.2) 
since an equivalence $ is an isomorphism of theories; compare (1.2) and Definition 7.6. 
We now study explicit conditions which show that square rings Q and Q’ are equiva- 
lent. For this we need the following construction. 
Definition 9.1. Given a square ring 
and an element 5 E Qee we define a new square ring 
as follows. Here QL as a monoid in the same as Qe. Yet the group structure of Q,‘, 
denoted by a @ b, is defined by 
(1) a@b=a+b+P((Z@6).5) 
for a, b E Qe. Moreover Ht is given by the formula 
(2) Ht(a)=H(a)+t.Z-(Z@Za).{. 
The function P for Q’ coincides with P in Q. This shows that the associated ring 
R of Q” coincides with the associated ring of Q. Moreover Ike, in Qt is the same 
R @ R @ R”P -module as in Q. We point out that the element 2 = 1 + 1 in Qe does not 
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coincide with the element 25 = 1 @ 1 in Q$, in fact, 25 = 2 + Pt. A straightforward but 
somewhat tedious proof shows: 
Lemma 9.2. Qr is a well dejined square ring for any <E Qee. 
We point out that for Q = Zi;f and r = 1 E Qee we have QS = Q. Using Q5 above 
we can characterize equivalence of square rings as follows. 
Proposition 9.3. Two square rings Q and Q’ are equivalent if and only if there is 
~EQ~~ such that Q5 is isomorphic to Q’. 
This in particular implies by (9.2) that one has an isomorphism of categories 
Mod@). Mod(Q)” (9.3) 
There is a nice classical example of this isomorphism obtained by the Malcev cor- 
respondence between rational nilpotent Lie algebras and uniquely divisible nilpotent 
groups. For nilpotency degree 2 this correspondence in the sense of Lazard gives us 
an isomorphism 
M(R,i[) 5% Mod(&) (9.4) 
for l/2 ER c Q. Here by Section 8.3 the left-hand side is the category of R-local groups 
G in m and the right-hand side is by Section 8.6 the category of R-Lie algebras L of 
nilpotency degree 2. The Malcev correspondence (9.4) carries L to the group G given 
by the set L with the group law 
x. y=x+ y+(l/2)[x,y]. 
This is the nil-case of the classical Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula, see [ 151. We 
now obtain a new interpretation of this correspondence by use of the notion of equiv- 
alence of square rings, namely: 
Lemma 9.4. For r = - 1/2~R there is a canonical isomorphism (A,)[ = R,il. 
For this compare the definitions of AR and Rnil above. Now one can check that the 
isomorphism (&)t = R,il yields via (9.3) exactly the Malcev correspondence (9.4). In 
this sense we can consider the isomorphism of categories in (9.3) as a generalization 
of the Malcev correspondence. 
Proof of Proposition 9.3. The objects of Add(Q) and Add(O) are given by numbers 
0,1,2,... where n E N corresponds to the n-fold sum 1 II 1 II . . II 1. Let 
i:&ll(Q’)=&d(Q)=~ 
be an isomorphism of categories which is the identity on objects. The cogroup structure 
p’ : 1 -+ 1 II 1 in Add(Q’) is carried via $ to a cogroup structure I&‘) : 14 1 II 1 
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in Add( 0) where $@) needs not to coincide with p= il+ il. Hence there is 5 E Qee = 
$$I, 1 I 1) with 
h(5) = - p + b4.0. 
We claim that there is now an isomorphism Qr g Q’ of square rings. 0 
Definition 9.5. We say that a square ring Q is abelian if each Q-module M E Mod(Q) 
is an abelian group or equivalently Add(Q) has abelian Horn-sets. This is the case 
if and only if H(2) = 0. We say that Q is=of abelian type if there is an equivalence 
Q-Q’whereQ” bl’ IS a e Ian. This is the case if and only if there is 5 E Qee such that 
the equation 
H(2) = 2t - HP(l) = t - T(r) 
holds. Hence if Qee is 2-divisible and P = 0 then Q is of abelian type. For example for 
1/2~R c Q the square ring AR is of abelian type. One can check that Q= End(CP,) 
in Section 8.2 for 2 1 n is not of abelian type though Qe is an abelian group in this 
case. Moreover End(CP,) is abelian if n is odd. We point out that for n even and 
CI = [i,, i,] E 712~_1S” the square ring End(CC,) is not abelian but of abelian type since 
ccc=o. 
Example 9.6. Let K = 2[1/2] c a;S and let 
niloperad(K) c squarering 
be the inclusion in Section 8.5 which carries the nil-operad P to Q(P). Given any 
square ring Q such that the associated ring R contains l/2 there is a niloperad P with 
Q(P) equivalent to Q. Compare the Malcev correspondence in (9.4). 
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